Introduction
Phonetics is the study of physical sounds of human speech, concerned with the physical properties of speech sounds or phones, and the processes of their physiological production, auditory reception, neurophysiological perception , and their representation by written symbols. The term "phonetics" comes -from the Greek word "phone"meaning sound, voice and "-tica" -a science. So, phonetics is a special science which studies the phonetic substance and expressions area of the language, phonetics studies all languages.
Consequently, phonetics is important in the study of language. An understanding it is a prerequisite to any adequate understanding of the structure of working of language. No kind of linguistic study can be made with but consonant consideration of the material on the expression level. Only meaningful sound sequences are regarded as speech. By knowing the lexical meaning of phonetic terms human can understand it. For it we need lexicographic analysis of those terms. I. MATERIALS AND METHODS Such methods of investigation, as comparativetypological, semantic, distributional and the elements of the quantitative analysis are used in this article. We used explainer dictionaries in both English and Uzbek languages (Mostly "Oxford Advanced learner`s dictionary (English explanatory dictionaries), "Longman English dictionary 1997 and "O`zbek tili izohli lug`ati (Uzbek explanatory dictionary") II. DISCUSSION The term "terms" comes from the Greek word terminus which means a check , a border. The term terminology and the field that studies terms is Terminology. In Explanatory dictionary terms can be given and explain their lexical meaning and lexicographic analysis which are based on the structure, articulation of that language. In the following we try to give lexicographic analysis of pure phonetic terms in the Uzbek and English languages.
Phonetic terminology studies the terms of phonetics, their both grammatical and lexical meaning, scientific functions and usages of them. We should admit that the majority of phonetic terms are similar to each other and also express identical meaning, but there are a few differences in both terms and their meanings. Because the phonetic structure, events, components of phonetics are different in the two languages. 1. Identical terms i.e. their shapes are so similar to one others sounds and the same meanings. For example, phoneme (eng) -fonema (uzb), Phonology (eng) -Fonologiya (uzb), Phonetics (eng) -Fonetika (uzb), diphthong (eng)diftong (uzb) etc.
2. Terms with equivalents i.e. these terms have different shapes but their meaning are the same. For example, consonant (eng) -undosh(uzb), vowel (eng)unli (uzb), explosive (eng)portlovchi (uzb); 3. Different terms i.e. these terms give somehow different meanings, most of them are not given one of the two languages as a term. We can comprehend their definitions (meanings) by translating. For example, alveolar, prosody, radical
In phonetics one of the most basic terms is "phone(s)", which may be defined as units in speech which can be distinguished acoustically or articulatorily. In the Oxford dictionary there are given more than 10 meanings of this word, and also its pronunciation. It is both noun and verb. The 6 th meaning is directly connected with linguistics, especially phonetics. There is given brief and clear definition with examples. After it one more linguistic term which is connected with "phone" that is "phoneme" is explained. In the Uzbek explanatory dictionary "phoneme" is given as "fonema", originally came from Greek. The explanation is proved with examples. While comparing the two dictionaries, we see that the definitions of this term are the same, express identical phonetic situation.
In the following we analyze some pure phonetic terms in the both languages using explanatory dictionaries. In this case we can compare phonetic terms and their lexicographic analysis, then we can come to some exact conclusions. CONCLUSION/RESULT Based on the given information, we come to the following conclusion: 1. Phonetics is concerned with the human noises.
Phonetics studies the sound system of the language that is segmental phonemes, word stress, syllabic structure and intonation. The scientific study of a language involves an explanation of a mass of notions in terms of a rigorously organized and highly patterned system -the link between the units.
2.
The English and Uzbek phonetic terms have similarities and differences as we showed at the table above. We can see that not all terms have their adequate pairs in both languages. Their articulations are also different from each other. 3. If there is the event in the language, there can be that term which reflects , describes it, and clarifies clearly (for example, because of not being had the event as alveolar and triphthong, there is no lexicographical analysis of those terms;) 4. In both languages` explanatory dictionaries there is a hint for noticing that is scientific term which connects with linguistics. It is shown by special abbreviations such as "тлш" (тилшунослик), "фон." (фонетика) in an Uzbek dictionary, and as "ling." (linguistics), "phonetics" in an English dictionary; 5. In an English explanatory dictionary there is given pronunciation of a term, but there is not in Uzbek. (In my point of view, because the letters and their pronunciation, stress of English words (terms) are different, but in Uzbek they are almost the same ); 6. In the uzbek explanatory dictionary the etymology of words is given, In English isn`t, but English terms are given as separated into morphemes such as "phon-eme" that means "phon" is base "eme" is suffix; 7. The parts of speech of the defining words are always given in the English dictionary, they are sometimes given in Uzbek one; 8. In both languages` dictionaries pure phonetic terms are given by scientific examples; 9. If a term is homonymic or polysemantic, there are given its all meanings in both Uzbek and English explanatory dictionaries; 10. There are many more terms in the English dictionary than the Uzbek dictionary. It means that the Phonetics of the English language is more complicated and pronunciations of phones are various.
